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A proof of the Getigorin disk theorem is g&n, in which the only andytic tool 
used is a contour integral. 
Let ,4 = [ati] be an n X n complex matrix. Put 
Wi= x Ia& 1 Qi<n, 
I*< f<?l 
j#i 
and let Di be the disk in the complex plane defined1 by 
lz- %I (4, I Gi<n. 
These diiks are known as t,,e G&gurin disks, and the celebrated theorem of 
Gerggonin :&ates that the eigenvalues of A lie in theii union. Furthermore, if 
M is any s;et of k disks which is connected and which is, disjoint from the 
other disks, then precisely k eigenvalues of A lie in M. The first statement is 
quite simple to prove, bul Ihe ! econd is somewhat trolublesome, since it 
depends on the fact that thee roots of a polynomial are continuous functions 
of its coefficients. The purpc~s of this note is to present a proof of the second 
statement in which the tool that is used is a contour integpl. This miakes the 
analytic part of the argument trivid, ant3 elimina@s the dependence on 
rather deep results from the theory of algebraic functions which is implicit in 
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the usual proof. It would be Desirable to find a proof wlhich is totaay 
algebraic, but this may not be possible. 
In ordt r tti simplify the notation, we make te.e ng remark: If I’ is 
any permutation matrix, then PAPT has the tire eigenvalues and disks as A,, 
except that the disks have been rearranged according to the permutation 
produced ‘by P on the rows of A. We may therefore assume that the first k 
‘disks form a cormected set, and are disjoint rrom the other disks. Put 
M= ; D,: N= ir Di. , 
i= 1 i=!C+l 
Then M and N are disjoint, and every eigenvalue of A beloqs either to AI or 
to N. 
Since A4 and N are disjoint, there must be a number E>O with the 
following, property: If 0; is the disk 
l-q,1 (R,+e, lai<k, 
-and M’ is the union of these disks, then 111’ is disjoint from N. Let C be the 
boundaqr of M', so that C is a contour composed of at most k arcs of circles. 
C has the property that M is contained entirely in its :interior, and. N is 
containe~d entirely in its exterior. 
IVow let t be a parameter such that 09 t < 1, and Idefine the matrix 
,4,=; G~,( t)] as follows: 
if l<iik, l<‘j<n, i#i, 
otherwise. 
Let D,(t) denote the ith disk of A,. Then if 1 <i <k, D,(t) is given by 
MS== !; D,(t), N,= 6 D,(t). 
ial i=1:+1 
‘I&n ,Mt c Ad, Nt I= N, and every eigenvalue of A, belongs either to Mt or to 
Nt -: 1\1* 
N~rw put 
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so that P,(z) is the characterislic polynomial of A,. P&z) is a p$nomial in x 
and 1 with complex cole%cients. It is clear fr~om the construction that Pk(z) 
vanislhes nowhere on C for 0 Q t Q 1. In fact, P,(Z) is uniformly hlounded away 
from zero on C. It follows tha1.t the integral 
1 n( ,I) = y r P(b) & -. 
27rl. J c P,(z) 
is well defined, and represents a Jntinuous function of d for 0 Q t Q 1. But 
this integral is just the number of zeros of P&z) inside C, since P&z) is a 
polynomial ;and has no poles in the finite part of the plane. It follows that 
n(f) must be constant. In particular, n(0) = n(l). Notice also that the number 
of zeros of P,(z) inside C is the salme as the number of xeros of P,(z) 
belonging to M,, since every eigenvalue of A, belongs eather to Mt or to N, 
M, tint(C), and N and int( C) are disjoint. 
For t -0 and 1< i Q; k the disks D,(t) become the points uii, and XI 
n(0) = k, she the diagonal elements u ii, a=,. . . , izkk are then eigenvalues of 
A,, and all the other eigenvalues mus’t belong to N, = N. Ilt follows that n( 1) 
must also equal k, and this is what we wished to prove. 
For GerSgorin’s original work, see [2]. A contemporary discussion may be 
found in [ l] or in [3]. In [k], Franklin uses the contour integral to prove that 
the roots od a polynomial are i>ontinuous functions of the coefficients (see pp. 
19R-192). I am indebte% to G. Barker for drawing this reference to my 
attention. 
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